During the period of organization. The Turks, who moved toward all directions in the west, had entered into era of renewals and developments. These alterations and developments were in the fields of law, economics and military only but also extended to include literature. For language being the instrument of literature, it started to witness many developments and changes. During this period many Turkish linguists and men of letters were known and started teaching the Turkish language according to the western principles as many books of grammar and inflection were written under many titles.

This thesis studies analytical the Ottoman grammar book The Standard of Language is the Way to Eloquence written by Abdul Rahman Fewzie Efendi, typed in 1881.

This thesis is divided into introduction, Preface, Four Chapters a conclusion.

The introduction tackles the history of the Turkish language in the period of organizations.

The preface presents a summary of the period of organizations and the grammar books written in that period.

Chapter one discusses phonetics.

Chapter two studies the form (structure) of a sentence.

Chapter three deals with the body of the book converted from the Ottoman language to the modern Turkish language.

Chapter four consists of a dictionary of linguistic terms used in the book.

Finally the conclusion